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2.3

Search tool 2: Them
me pages

The th
heme page
es list data
a available
e for
researc
ch into a number of
o key the
emes
includin
ng crime,, health and houssing.
Theme pages also
o include ad
dvice, rese arch
ks to relevant resource
es.
examplles and link
ervice.ac.ukk/
 Go to http://ukdatase
>Get data > Data by theme
there a relevant
r
theme for your
 Isresearch?
so, do th
he pages hig
ghlight any
 Ifrelevant
da
ata sources?
?
Make a note here

Tip: The
eme pages highlight
h
all types
t
of data
ta, so if you’rre looking fo
or a specific ttype of data
a (such
as surve
ey data) chec
ck to make sure
s
the stud
dy is of the type
t
you’re looking
l
for.

2.4

Search tool 3: Data Catalogue
e

er way to access
a
data
a is to use the Data Catalogue,
C
the UK Daata Service
e search
Anothe
engine..
C
you
y need to
o identify re
elevant sea
arch terms.
To use the Data Catalogue,



For yyour researc
ch, identify useful
u
searc
ch terms and use them in the
Data
a Catalogue

Make a note here
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Then
 Go to http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/ > Get data
 Type in your search term > press ‘go’

 How many results did you get?

Results related to the term will be returned.
Too many results?
The UK Data Service catalogue contains a lot of data. Therefore, your search is likely to
produce an unhelpfully large number of results. This means an important part of using
the catalogue is finding ways to narrow your search.

Refining your search
You can refine your search using the panel on the left
hand side of the Data Catalogue screen.

When searching for a data collection, you can narrow
your search based on other characteristics.

Date:

Limit your search to data relevant to a
particular period.

Topic:

Narrow your search using a predefined list of
topics.

Data type:

Choose between cross-sectional surveys,
longitudinal data, qualitative data and more.

Access:

Safeguarded, open or controlled data

Country:

Pick a geographical location.
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3 Using the catalogue page to evaluate a dataset
When you find a potentially relevant
dataset, you need to look more
closely to decide if it might be useful.
At this stage, the catalogue entry
provides very useful information.
 Locate the potential dataset in
the catalogue
Now read the catalogue entry and
complete the table below.

Title (and date):
Who collected the data?
Do the survey aims and
topics seem relevant?

What time period does the
data relate to? Is this
suitable for your project?
Is the sample based on the
population you are
interested in? (Are there any
important groups missing?)
Is it a representative
sample? (What sampling
technique was used?)
What is the sample size?
Unit of analysis: Who does
the data relate to (i.e.
individuals or households?)
Is this suitable?
Next steps

Examine the survey documentation to find specific questions/variables relating to your
key concepts.
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